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Abstract
Recent developments in computational modeling of cochlear implantation are promising to study in-silico the performance of the implant before
surgery. However, creating a complete computational model of the patient’s
anatomy while including an external device geometry remains challenging.
To address such a challenge, we propose an automatic framework for the
generation of patient-specific meshes for finite element modeling of the implanted cochlea. First, a statistical shape model is constructed from highresolution anatomical µCT images. Then, by fitting the statistical model
to a patient’s CT image, an accurate model of the patient-specific cochlea
anatomy is obtained. An algorithm based on the parallel transport frame is
employed to perform the virtual insertion of the cochlear implant. Our automatic framework also incorporates the surrounding bone and nerve fibers
and assigns constitutive parameters to all components of the finite element
model. This model can then be used to study in-silico the e↵ects of the
electrical stimulation of the cochlear implant. Results are shown on a total
of 25 models of patients. In all cases, a final mesh suitable for finite element
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simulations was obtained, in an average time of 94 seconds. The framework
has proven to be fast and robust, and is promising for a detailed prognosis
of the cochlear implantation surgery.
Keywords: automatic framework, three dimensional finite element mesh,
statistical shape model, cochlear implants, multi-object modeling, virtual
surgical insertion.
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Introduction

Sensorineural hearing loss is a common cause of disability. According to the World
Health Organization, 27 % of men and 24 % of women above 45 years of age su↵er
from more than 26 dB hearing loss. Cochlear implantation (CI) is a surgical procedure whereby an electronic device replaces the hearing system. This device directly
stimulates the auditory nerves via an electrode array (EA) placed in the scala tympani of the cochlea. However, the outcome of this technique highly depends on
patient-specific factors and, as a consequence, the level of hearing restoration can
substantially vary [16]. We believe that computational modeling is useful to simulate di↵erent implantation scenarios of a given patient, and, moreover, can improve
the selection of the surgical procedure parameters.
Personalization of computational models has a huge potential to evaluate insilico the e↵ect of patient-specific factors, since it allows parametric predictions of
treatment outcome and patient-specific treatment optimization [26]. In particular,
an individualized model would play a decisive role in the cochlear implantation to
choose the implant design that better fits the patient’s diagnosis. To this end, a
combined computational model of both patient’s inner ear anatomy and implant
is needed.
Recently, the generation of computational finite element models from biomedical data has been widely studied [35, 15]. The mesh generation of structures extracted from medical imaging is a common practice in biomedical computational
applications [36, 28, 21, 11]. However, some complications have been identified,
such as the presence of holes or the low quality of the triangulation [28, 23].
Capturing the anatomy of the patient is of prime importance, but modeling the
implant according to the patient’s anatomy is not straightforward, as pointed out
in the exploration of stent designs for intracranial aneurysms [22] or in the case
of transcatheter aortic valve designs [32]. In these cases, the deformation of a
stent geometry design was carried out to physically fit the patient’s anatomy by
reorienting the mesh according to the internal and external forces or forcing the
displacement of the nodes towards a defined centerline [22, 32].
In the case of cochlear implants, an EA needs to be inserted into the cochlea
during the surgery. Thus, the EA computational model needs to be adapted to the
2
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anatomy of the patient. Previous attempts used a simplified approach, generating
an extrusion of the cross-section of the cochlear anatomy and the implant along
a spiral in three dimensions [17, 31, 3]. Another approach to model the EA and
its insertion consists in considering a friction model, in which forces and contact
pressures are computed at each step of the implant insertion [39, 7]. However, these
approaches do not adapt the implant to a three dimensional cochlear anatomy. In
fact, the insertion of the EA highly contributes to the variability in CI outcomes
[37, 14, 12]. For this reason, we do believe that the electrode insertion needs to be
accurately defined in a CI computational model.
The approach we introduce allows for an automatic adaptation of the EA according to a patient-specific anatomy. We have already proposed a framework for
patient-specific electrical simulation after CI. This approach provides useful information for surgical planning of the CI, by performing in-silico analysis of implant
placement and function before surgery [5, 24, 6]. However, the computational
model was created in a non-automatic way and the deformation of the implant
was manually performed, which was neither accurate nor adequate for systematic
explorations of personalized solutions. Some of the limitations of the virtual insertion were already addressed, which partially improved the personalization of CI
computational studies [9, 25].
In this work, we present a completely automatic mesh generation pipeline for
the creation of computational models of CI surgery. The framework proposed includes (1) the generation of a cochlear surface obtained from a statistical shape
model (Section 2.1), (2) the virtual insertion that performs a patient-specific placement of the EA (Section 2.2.2), (3) the creation of the auditory nerve fibers of the
inner ear (Section 2.3) and (4) the generation of a mesh to carry out finite element
(FE) simulations (Section 2.4) (see Figure 1). The ultimate goal of this framework is to study in depth the e↵ect of the implant placement and function on each
patient. This will help to determine the best parameters of the implantation, in
terms of geometric design and electrical stimulation protocol.

2
2.1

Materials and Methods
Statistical Shape Model construction

Modeling of CI is often approached by simplified geometric models, or a single
model extracted from imaging data of one patient. However, these approaches do
not consider the variability found among patients. For this reason, the current work
considered the creation of a statistical shape model (SSM). Based on Cootes’ work
[8], a SSM is trained from a set of example shapes. Each shape is represented by a
set of points in a common coordinates system. The average shape can be computed
3
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Figure 1: Pipeline of the automatic mesh generation framework. A
patient-specific shape is estimated based on the statistical shape model (1), a
virtual insertion of the EA is performed (2), the surrounding bone and nerves are
generated (3). Then all meshes are merged into a single triangular mesh which,
after checking for intersections and mesh quality, is then converted into a volumetric mesh of the whole model (4). Finally, the mesh is converted to a suitable file
for finite element simulation.
by simply averaging the corresponding landmarks, and a principal component
analysis provides the main modes of shape variation. Through this process, a
compact representation of low dimensionality is obtained, which encodes the shape
variability as a small set of scalar weights modulating the contribution of each of
the modes of variation.
A SSM was built from 17 samples of the inner ear from human cadavers,
scanned with a high resolution µCT [5]. These data were manually segmented
and the surface model of the inner ear extracted. The surfaces were aligned to
a reference shape, chosen from the training dataset, by a non-rigid registration
method based on multi-level B-splines [20]. Principal component analysis was
then employed to build the SSM. The SSM can serve as a generative model, allowing to sample plausible anatomical shapes of the population by varying the
weights associated to the main modes of variation (Fig. 2). By constraining the
weights of the SSM, we avoid applying a high deformation that could create a
highly deformed and unrealistic shape, which can lead to an undesired cochlear
surface model. Thus, we obtain realistic representations of the cochlea anatomy
that can be found among the modeled population.
4
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Figure 2: Statistical Shape Model. Mean shape (beige) and shapes generated
by applying ± 1 standard deviation of the first mode of variation (blue and grey
surfaces).
Secondly, the SSM can be used as a statistical shape prior for image registration
between a clinical CT dataset of low resolution (from 100 to 400 µm) and a highresolution µCT (25 µm) instance of the SSM. This allows making a patient specific
prediction of the detailed anatomical shape from clinical CT, without the need to
perform a manual segmentation [19]. As a result, we obtain a high-resolution
surface mesh representing the cochlear shape of the patient (Fig. 1, Step 1).

2.2

Virtual insertion

Once the surface of the patient’s anatomy is obtained, the implant is virtually
placed (Fig. 1, Step 2). The objective is to deform the implant mesh according to
the cochlear anatomy of the patient, simulating the surgical insertion. Previously,
authors evaluated the contact pressures that the EA causes to the lateral wall of
the cochlea by computing the deformation on the implant [39, 7]. Others created
a geometrical extrusion of the implant following a spiral similar to the cochlear
structure [17, 3]. In this work, we aim to perform a physical simulation of the
insertion and adapt the original model of the commercial implant to the 3D model
of the patient inner ear [9], leading to a more detailed and realistic model. Our
simulation framework consists of two steps. First, a process of insertion of the
electrode array was simulated using a simplified electrode mesh. This step-by-step
simulation provided the EA position inside the cochlea. It was complex and timeconsuming, but only needed to be performed once, on the shape used as reference
in the SSM. The insertion path obtained was then stored and propagated as part of
the SSM fitting, to generate a path for the patient-specific mesh. In a second step,
the detailed EA mesh was adapted to the patient mesh, following the specified
insertion parameters.

5
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2.2.1

Simulation of surgical insertion of the electrode array

A mechanical simulation of the insertion provides the EA trajectory. Our approach was based on the open source simulation framework SOFA [1]. The virtual
placement was modeled as a scene graph including the objects and their physical
properties. The cochlear geometry, obtained from the SSM fitting, was defined in
the scene as a fixed rigid object and the electrode as an elastic object simulated
with a linear FE method-based simulator [27] and with the following material
properties: 470M P a and 0.4 for the Young modulus and Poisson ratio, respectively. Before the simulation, preprocessing discarded most of the vestibule and
the semicircular canals, as the insertion needed to consider exclusively the cochlear
area. Additionally, a hole was generated at the round window niche, where the
electrode was inserted during surgery. The electrode behavior was determined by
three components:
(a) The collision model, which keeps track of the interactions between the electrode and the cochlear mesh.
(b) The tetrahedral mesh for the FE model simulation, which consists of a FE
model with less elements for fast simulation, around 5-10 minutes compared
to the original mesh, which takes 40 minutes.
(c) The triangular mesh for visual representation, which follows the real EA
specifications.
The simulation tracked the three individual components and applied the collision
detection to the collision model, integrating forces to the tetrahedral mesh and
drawing the visual representation (Figure 3A). A set of mapping algorithms kept
the coherency between the di↵erent models. An additional object simulated the
insertion guide used by the surgeon to reach the cochlea. This object consisted in
a hollow collision cylinder, and prevented the electrode from bending out of shape
while the applied force inserted it into the cochlea. The electrode was introduced
through the round window niche, and the simulation stopped the insertion according to a specified maximal insertion depth. The position and the direction of the
electrode tip were evaluated at each integration step ensuring the tangential direction of the electrode. This surgical simulation resulted in the insertion trajectory
of the EA and needed to be performed only once, o↵-line, on the SSM reference
shape. It was then adapted automatically to the specific cochlear anatomy as part
of the SSM fitting process.
2.2.2

Virtual EA placement via parallel transport frame

The insertion of the detailed EA mesh geometry is guided through the geometrical matching of the electrode centerline and the insertion trajectory curve, ob6
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tained as described above. Classical parametrization frames, such as the tangential/normal/binormal frame, are highly sensitive to curvature changes along the
centerline, which may lead to artifacts [9, 2]. Consider a 3D curve parametrized
by its length:
x(s)|s 2 [0, 1], x 2 R3 .
(1)
A local parametrization based on the parallel transport of a given orthonormal
basis (T(0), E1 (0), E2 (0)) along this curve is defined as [2]:
32
3
2 0 3 2
T (s)
0
k1 (s) k2 (s)
T(s)
4E1 0 (s)5 = 4 k1 (s)
0
0 5 4E1 (s)5 ,
(2)
0
E2 (s)
k2 (s)
0
0
E2 (s)
where k1 and k2 are the components of the curvature vector with respect to the
basis, and:
⌦
↵
E1 (s) = r(s)
r(s), T(s) T(s)
E2 (s) = T(s) ⇥ E1 (s),
(3)

where r = R · E1 (s ds), ds is an infinitesimal element of length and R the 3D
rotation matrix encoding the change of local basis.
The virtual insertion starts by matching the centerline of the EA to the trajectory insertion curve. Then, for each node p of the electrode mesh, the closest
point on the electrode centerline, Celectrode , is identified as nnE (p). These points
are defined by a local 3D vector in the ( ex , ey , ez ) basis:
2
3
vE,x
vE (p) = 4vE,y 5
= p nnE (p).
(4)
vE,z (ex ,ey ,ez )
The same decomposition is used in the cochlear trajectory curve coordinates:
2
3
vE,x
vC (p) = 4vE,y 5
(5)
vE,z (E2 ,T,E1 )
Finally, the points of the reoriented electrode are reconstructed as
preoriented = nnC (p) + vC (p)
where nnC is the cochlear mesh. Figure 3 shows an example of the results of the
virtual insertion algorithm.

7
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Figure 3: Virtual insertion. (A) Surgical insertion simulation by SOFA. The
position during the insertion of the electrode array into the cochlea is displayed.
Virtual placement of the EA mesh before (B) and after (C) the reorientation via
parallel transport frame.

8
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Depth of insertion can significantly influence the outcome of the surgery [13].
Our approach controls the initial orientation and depth of the insertion, by respectively setting the initial basis (T(0), E1 (0), E2 (0)) and determining the length of
the centerline portion where insertion happens. Partials insertions with 1, 2 or 3
contacts of the EA outside the cochlea can be achieved. Such partial insertions
may result from a shape mismatch between the cochlear implant electrode chosen
by the clinician and the patient’s cochlear anatomy. The mismatch refers to an EA
longer/shorter than that which would be adequate to the patient’s cochlea dimensions. Thus, if the EA is longer, part of the electrode array would be outside the
cochlea during the intervention. This can be prevented by using in-silico modeling
in CI, which allows planning the intervention virtually, prior to the actual surgery.
The EA design used in the reported experiments is based on the Flex28 model
of the manufacturer Med-EL GmbH (Innsbruck, Austria). Its geometrical design is
defined by a length of 28 mm and an initial diameter of 0.8 mm. It has 19 electrode
contacts spaced within a 23.1 mm region, called the active stimulation range of
the EA (Figure 3B). The synthetic CAD geometry of the EA was created with
Gmesh, obtaining a triangular surface of approximately 10.000 elements. A linear
heat di↵usion process was carried out along the length of the electrode array to
parametrize its geometry. This provides a series of points that form the electrode
centerline. This line is used to match, by the parallel transport frame approach,
the electrode array to the trajectory curve of the surgical virtual insertion obtained
with SOFA.

2.3

Nerve fibers

Including the nerve fibers into the computational model allows exploring the activation patterns caused by the electrical stimulation of the cochlear implant. Three
coordinates from three di↵erent sets of points were used to reconstruct each nerve
fiber. The first set of points belong to a trajectory curve manually extracted from
the reference shape surface of the SSM (see Figure 4A). The trajectory curve was
located at the transition of the Organ of Corti and the beginning of the basilar
membrane along the cochlea. Each nerve fibre started from one of the points of this
curve (Figure 1, Step 3). This process was performed only once, o↵-line, in the reference mesh. We chose this approach to propagate the information automatically
to patient-specific shapes via SSM fitting. Thus, no further manual extraction of
data is needed. When a new virtual patient is generated, the deformation can
be applied to the trajectory curve. Then, it will be in correspondence with the
geometry of the virtual patient sampled.
The trajectory curve was projected into a 2D plane through an eigenanalysis
and the center of mass is computed. The coordinates of this center of mass were
used as reference target for the end of the nerve fiber. For each nerve, a third middle
9
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point is obtained by scaling down the previously projected line in the 2D plane.
Finally, the three coordinate points of each nerve fiber are obtained by recovering
the third dimension of the original trajectory curve (Figure 4A). A parametric
spline interpolation is done to obtain a smooth curve representing the whole nerve
fiber. We chose a B-spline formulation in order to keep the generality of the
approach and be able to easily increase the number of points. Points sampled along
the fiber are defined as nerve compartments, where the electrical potential due to
the cochlear implant stimulation will be obtained through further FE simulations
[6]. The number of nerves to be created was defined as an input variable. From
our experience, 100 nerve fibers is an a↵ordable compromise to guarantee a proper
resolution, while not a↵ecting performance. Figure 4B shows an example of nerve
fibers computed in a cochlear shape sampled from the SSM.

Figure 4: Nerve fiber creation. (A) Red: Trajectory line at the Organ of Corti.
Blue: Middle coordinates of each nerve fiber. (B) Nerve fibers created.

2.4

Mesh generation

This step involves the creation of the whole mesh combining the patient-specific
cochlear shape, the EA geometry adapted to the patient, the nerve fibers, and the
surrounding bone. Our meshing framework is based on the Matlab open-source
processing toolbox Iso2mesh [11], focused mainly on creating and processing FE
meshes from surfaces and volumetric medical images. The cochlear surface is remeshed through conversion into a volumetric binary image and transformed into
a finer surface mesh, which guarantees the lack of self-intersecting elements [11].

10
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The volumetric size of the cochlear model is computed, and an outer box mesh is
created, representing the surrounding bone around the cochlea.
Intersections between the cochlear surface and the implant occur in cases with
partial insertion, in which the beginning of the EA is located in the outer part of
the cochlea. Usually, the surgeon wraps this external part and leaves it outside,
since it does not cause damage to the patient. However, simulating this situation
is not feasible, since penetrations of the EA mesh elements into the cochlear mesh
would cause errors in the further modeling and simulation steps (Figure 1, Step
4). To prevent these errors, a sphere is generated at the basal part of the cochlea,
and the intersection between the implant and sphere meshes is computed. Both
the sphere and the outer part of the implant are removed, keeping exclusively the
range of the implant mesh inside the cochlea. Due to the intersection plane created
in this process, the newly generated elements may have poor quality (see Figure
5). This is solved by re-meshing the implant.

Figure 5: Solving low quality elements. Before (A) and after (B) the remeshing of the implant mesh to improve the mesh quality. In this case, element
quality has been assessed by their aspect ratio [34].
All meshes are then merged into a single combined model by means of the
Iso2mesh toolbox. An automatic final check for possible intersections is performed
[11]. Finally, the empty space inside the triangular mesh is filled in, creating new
volumetric elements. The result is a tetrahedral mesh of the whole model.
2.4.1

Material properties and boundary conditions

A label is automatically created for each body of the final tetrahedral mesh: a
total of 15 bodies, where 12 of them correspond to the electrodes and the rest to
11
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Table 1: Material Properties
Material
Cochlea Bone Silicone Electrode
Resistivity
0.70
6.41
10.1
0.001
(⌦ · m )
the cochlea, bone and electrode array. These labels are assigned to the elements
that form each of the previous bodies. This allows defining the material properties
of each of them, according to [5] (see Table 1).
In the same way, electrical boundary conditions are defined according to the
stimulation protocol, that defines the activation of the electrodes, and the parameters to be evaluated, such as the current delivered by the implant. Both material
properties and boundary conditions are set in the reference model of the SSM, and
are then automatically propagated to the patient-specific model. This generates a
complete computational model file ready for FE simulation (Figure 8). In order to
ensure a proper geometrical aspect of the mesh elements, which may influence in
further FE simulations, the mesh quality is verified (Fig.1, Step 5) by the following
interpolation quality measure for tetrahedral elements [34]:
V
7
Qtet = 3 4 P4
3
( i=1 A2i )( 4 )

(6)

where Ai and V stand for the face area and volume of the element. This measure takes value between 0 and 1, for nearly degenerated and regular tetrahedral
element, respectively.

3

Results

The framework was tested on 25 cochlear shapes generated randomly from the
SSM. The average trajectory curve obtained from these shapes had a length of
20.84 ± 1.64 mm and a number of turns of 1.80 ± 0.08. In all cases, the framework
was fully automatic and led to a final mesh of the whole CI model in a proper
format for a FE solver.
The EA insertion was classified as full or partial insertion. Virtual full insertion
was in average 18.4 ± 1.1 mm. Changes in the electrode mesh size were analyzed.
The area of each mesh element were compared (see Figure 6A). The average reduction of element area was -25.0 ± 0.3 %. Figure 6B illustrates the local change
of each element area on one case. Di↵erent virtual insertions were tested to prove
the sensitivity of the algorithm to the parameters.
Partial insertions were simulated from a range spanning from full insertion to
3 contacts out, meaning for this specific model 23 and 18 mm. An example of the
12
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parallel transport procedure is shown in Figure 7. It depicts full insertion, one,
two and three contacts out. On average, a model generation took 94 ± 11 s for
the complete meshing framework (see Figure 1). The final mesh quality was 0.8
± 0.15 according to the metric defined in equation 6.

Figure 6: Changes in the EA geometry. (A) Area of each triangle of the
electrode surface mesh before and after the virtual insertion. (B) Changes in the
element geometry after deformation (%) compared to the area before the virtual
insertion. The dashed red line delimits the part of the electrode that remains
outside the cochlea.

4

Discussion and Conclusions

We presented an automatic framework for the generation of personalized FE
meshes to be used in CI computational models. A SSM is built from high-resolution
µCT scans, and used to generate detailed models, either via SSM sampling or by
fitting it to a low-resolution clinical CT image. The method includes virtual implant placement, realistic both in terms of mechanical interactions and geometric
representation of the EA. It can merge heterogeneous meshes, obtained from images, CAD design and synthetic data. The framework seamlessly combines them
into a FE mesh, ensuring its quality in terms of element shape and lack of intersection. This patient-specific model is ready to be used for computational simulations.
Moreover, it allows in silico studies of parameters that cannot be measured directly
in clinical practice.
Di↵erent workflows to generate FE meshes for biomedical models exist in the
literature [33, 4, 38]. However, none of these approaches were automatic or took
13
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Figure 7: Virtual electrode placement for full insertion, one, two and
three contacts outside the cochlea. Left: vector representation of the parallel
transport frame (orthogonal basis) along the entire cochlea trajectory curve. Right:
Output of the virtual insertion of the EA mesh into the cochlea.
14
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Figure 8: Final volumetric mesh. Cut of the obtained tetrahedral mesh, faces
(A) and elements (B). The zoom focuses on the area where the electrode mesh is
placed.
into account heterogeneous data as our framework does. Despite this, they present
the following advantages: the possibility to adapt the framework to general applications [33] or to create either tetrahedral or hexahedral meshes [38]. In contrast
with other studies [38], our work does not simplify the implant geometry, since its
geometrical properties are relevant in further optimization steps.
A limitation of the proposed framework is the lack of realism of the bone mesh
created around the cochlea, currently approximated by a box. Next improvements
will be towards obtaining a bone structure reconstruction from clinical data [38].
Also, the electrode mesh elements are modified because of the geometrical deformation approach to carry out the virtual insertion. This may lead to instabilities
in the FE simulation. Our results show that the change of element area after
the deformation is low and does not lead to degenerate elements. Furthermore,
the electrode length was not altered, keeping the depth insertion within reported
ranges [10]. The position of the electrodes is in agreement with the literature
[12, 10]. We therefore conclude that our approach is promising for the purpose of
the current work.
Considering the cochlea as a rigid body obviates the fact that the insertion
may cause damage to the lateral wall and basilar membrane. However, we believe
that this is a reasonable simplification given that our focus is to compute the final
position of the implant to further create the computational mesh. The e↵ect of the
potential trauma over the overall electrical stimulation is minor, and not relevant
for the type of planning that we are focusing on.
Tetrahedral elements may be of limited use depending on the physical problem
to be solved in the FE analysis [18]. Hexahedral elements have more stability in
15
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mechanical simulations when, for example, bone structures [29, 30] or fluid pressure
in the middle ear [39] are analyzed. However, our computational model will not be
used for mechanical simulations, neither structural nor fluid dynamics, but only
electrical ones. No limitations in FE electrical analysis have been reported using
tetrahedral elements for CI electrical analysis [3, 5, 38].
Once generated, the patient-specific computational model is used as input for
FE electrical simulations, providing a detailed evaluation of the outcomes of the
CI [5, 24, 6]. This represents a step forward for testing in-silico, in a fast and
automatic way, the potential outcomes of CI in a patient-specific case. In-silico
personalized models have strong potential for preoperative planning. We believe
that our modular framework could be adapted to generate anatomically rich and
detailed functional models of patients undergoing other surgical procedures.
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